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**Remember:**  
Printable versions to share found at http://afaofpa.org/weekly-newsletter/

**Check Our Recent Interview**  
Harry Mihet, with Liberty Counsel, discussing Liberty University’s Obamacare case  
http://afaofpa.org/listen/

**News From Around PA**

Montgomery County Register of Wills, D. Bruce Hanes, has filed his legal briefs with the PA Supreme Court asking Court to find PA DOMA unconstitutional.

Nearly 4 in 10 Pennsylvania public schools now charge students to participate in sports, nearly a threefold increase compared to three years ago.

**U.S. District Judge C. Darnell Jones II** recognized an out of state lesbian "marriage" in order to award death benefits to Jennifer Tobits.

Homosexual lobby group Human Rights Campaign has started a "Municipal Equality Index" to evaluate how "gay-friendly" a municipality is.

Nearly 300 across the nation were scored this year. Of those, five were in PA: New Hope (scored 89), Allentown (scored 50), Harrisburg (scored 76), Philadelphia (scored 100), Pittsburgh (scored 72), and State College (scored 63).

**News from National Scene**

**Obamacare** requires restaurant chains to provide caloric and other nutritional information to customers on standard menu items. The FDA has interpreted the law's language to mean that even grocery and convenience stores would be covered under the law.

Jack Phillips, owner of Masterpiece Cakeshop in Lakewood, CO, is accused of violating state public-accommodation law by declining for religious reasons to bake a cake for homosexual couple's "wedding" reception. He headed to court earlier this month. FYI: If SB 300 passes in Harrisburg, we will see the same type scenarios in PA.

In the nation's first-ever, citizen-initiated referendum, Croatians asked their government to preserve marriage as the union of a man and a woman, by a vote of 65.8%.

In **direct violation** of federal law, 103 of the 112 Obamacare insurance plans being offered to Members of Congress and congressional staff include coverage for elective abortion.

**Under new rules,** Senate approves Obama's radical nominees one after another. A few examples: Deborah Lee James - Secretary of the Air Force, Chai Feldblum - EEOC, Cornelia Pillard and Patricia Millett to DC Circuit.

AFA of PA encourages Christians, through education, to become involved in pro-family issues in their community, state and the nation.

We are a non-profit organization that is totally dependent upon financial gifts from our supporters. You can give online here http://afaofpa.org/donate/
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